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The UK Pyrotechnics Society is the only independent 
UK organisation that exists to represent the heritage, 
science, history and art of pyrotechnics in the 
United Kingdom.

The society was officially formed in 2006, 
and consists of industry professionals, 
academics, and enthusiasts of the 
general public. 

We are not a trade association, but represent 
the interests of a very wide ranging, vibrant 
membership. If you are not already a member, we invite you to 
read the newsletter, visit our webpage:

 http://www.pyrosociety.org.uk

and perhaps even consider joining our organisation?

Richard Harwood Bsc. UKPS Chairman

Some of the information  published in Spark is of a technical nature. While 
UKPS make every effort to ensure published information is correct, we cannot 
be held responsible for accidents or injuries occurring through use of any 
information published in the magazine. 

Opinions expressed are those of the authors and not necessarily those of 
the UKPS.

The UKPS does not approve of or encourage any illegal activities connected 
with the construction or use of fireworks. 
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Front Cover - Photographs by Chris Dunford

Dean demonstrates fusing at UKPS training course.
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From The Editor
Firstly, I must apologise for the late arrival of Spark 9. 
As some of you may know, my family & I have recently 
moved to Dorset and it’s proving rather difficult to 
find enough time for UKPS business. It’s also rather 
shorter than of late, but I thought it more important 
to get an issue ‘on the news stands’ than to wait for 
more material. I’m hopeful there will be two more 
issues this year.

This is set to be a critical year for the UKPS. I think I would go so far as 
to say a make or break year.

To some extent, we are waiting for the outcome of the ELR - but we have 
no idea when this will happen. If it goes for us, it may well breathe new 
life into the forum & society, if it goes against us - what then?

Richard’s announcement that he is standing down will come as a shock 
to many. I would like to put on record my thanks for all the work Rich has 
done. He is the founder of the UKPS & the only one of the first group still 
to be involved. I’m sure he will continue to make valuable contributions, 
but we must respect his decision to take a step back. 

We already have an excellent candidate for the position in the form of 
Steve Miller MIExpE, but there is still time for others to put their name 
forward and cause an election.

I am not putting myself forward as chair. I think it needs someone with 
a real vision for the future of the UKPS & at the moment I can’t see what 
that will be. I’m still willing to stand as vice chair if I am wanted. As far 
as Spark Editorship is concerned, I’m willing to continue with this but I 
must have more support in the way of articles. 

Christina continues to do the membership administration and run the 
shop, and is willing to carry on in this role.

We are currently planning this years AGM. Details will be emailed to 
members and announced on the forum. We are hoping for another top-
notch speaker and we urge you to come along and bring anyone else 
who may be interested.

The keyword for this year must be involvement, it’s not mine or Richard’s 
or the Committee’s society, it’s the members society, and we need your 
ideas, involvement and passion to make it work.
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Statement from the Chairman:
The following statement was posted by The Chairman late last 
year. Although some parts area little out of date now, it is an 
important summary of the current UKPS position:

Good morning everyone - I trust you all had a safe, enjoyable, and 
successful bonfire season. Some of you were probably fortunate to 
enjoy setting off some fireworks in the garden - I and I imagine a good 
number of you were out and about entertaining thousands of people 
firing professional displays all week.

We had our most recent management meeting last Wednesday - and 
there is one topic we feel that needs immediate attention: What is the 
current state of the UKPS and what should its point be?

I, and the other members of the board are agreed that we must continue 
to offer and actively encourage opportunities for training, personal/ 
professional continuing development, and advise on routes into the 
industry for those seeking to follow an interest or even a career in the 
pyrotechnics industries. It cannot be denied that, we, as the UKPS have 
not achieved what perhaps many of you would like to see: A permanent, 
tangible facility for usage by the membership to conduct research and 
possibly exploit commercial opportunities. Recent discussions have 
not gone unnoticed by the UKPS, it we felt it important to make an 
announcement.

To go back to my point about ‘What is the current state of the UKPS’. Our 
articles set out our purpose:

“To preserve the heritage, science, history and art of British fireworks 
manufacture.”

You will all be familiar with the Amberley project - despite a good deal 
of effort, we haven’t realised the plans, and there needs to be significant 
investment of funding through donations, sponsorship, and also man 
power. Without these, the project won’t go ahead.

“To promote and encourage pyrotechnics as a practical subject and 
science.”

We believe there is a good deal of interest in pyrotechnics - and 
increasing use of fireworks at major events shows this. We are frequently 
contacted by the media to provide commentary and over recent months 
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our members have made several TV appearances.

“To promote the safe and responsible storage and use of fireworks by 
members of the general public.”

All pro-firework bodies, trade associations and such would encourage 
this - us included. The leaflets produced by UKPS have found their ways 
into several specialist retailers - and we spend time talking with the 
public at events.

“To amass an archive of literature relating to many aspects of 
pyrotechnics.”

We continue to accept historical items, articles etc - although it is not 
clear how these will be safeguarded well into the future.

“To clarify the laws relating to the manufacture and storage of explosives 
for our membership.”

I think we are making very good progress on this one. The work done 
by Wayne Robshaw and several of us, with much constructive input from 
Danny has not gone unnoticed by HSE - we still await outcomes of this 
process.

“To establish the society as the liaising body with the HSE and other 
regulatory agencies in relation to the subject of firework construction 
by enthusiasts.”

We have made a good start on this through our input into the MSER ELR 
process with HSE and other bodies involved. I believe there is a lot more 
we could do and this needs further discussion with our membership.

“To support the UK fireworks industry as a whole.”

While the display side is well covered by the BPA, and retail by the BFA 
- anything we can do to spread positive messages and liaise with the 
trade, public etc can only be a good thing.

“To represent the general public in legislatory matters relating to 
fireworks.”

We are well placed as an organisation to make representations in 
response to specific concerns. This must continue.

When you look at the UKPS, compared to the likes of the PGI in the US, 
we are a tiny organisation, representing a minority interest. Our greatest 
problems are a lack of funding, and a lack of man power. Without the 
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time of our members, or money - we are limited in what we can do. All 
of our activities require both. From organising events, attending public 
displays (firework champions events), organising meetings, publicity 
materials - the list is endless. Without the input of literally a handful of 
people, the current UKPS would grind to a halt overnight.

Our articles state that, every two years, we shall hold an election to 
appoint the principal officers of the society. Since 2006, I have held the 
position of Chair. 2012 is an election year and this means we will be 
writing to each of our full members to provide them the opportunity to 
stand for election as a principal or executive officer (Chair, Vice-Chair, 
Secretary, Treasurer.)

We need more people to actively contribute and engage in the running of 
the UKPS. With this in mind it is my feeling that a new Chairman should 
be appointed in 2012, and that person will take the UKPS forwards as an 
organisation, and through their leadership, and with support of myself 
and the board and membership, we will start to achieve the things 
our membership want. I strongly believe that a new chair would be a 
welcome change - I have held the position since 2006 - and I think this 
is largely because no-one else wanted to stand in previous years. I have 
decided I will not be standing for election in 2012 but would be pleased 
to continue to be involved heavily with the UKPS in a nonexecutive 
capacity.

Essentially the board feels it is vital that we must encourage new blood 
- and it is our hope that the UKPS will develop as an organisation.

I and the other board members remain fully committed to our aims and 
objectives - we are determined to see the ELR process through. What 
happens next is down to you all - our members.

I thank you all for reading this rather lengthy post and look forward to 
supporting our society in the years to come - so over to you!

We will be formally contacting all members to outline the process of 
elections soon. I encourage all of you to get involved and the make the 
UKPS - it is your society - you all have an equal responsibility to make it 
a successful organisation. What you get out is what you put in.

I suggest we use this thread as a starting point for you all to give your 
own thoughts, opinions etc. 
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Some observations and comments on 
commercial e-match fuseheads

by Dave Smith 

Having just retired I have had a bit of time to compare different e-match 
fuseheads using a video camera. Unfortunately I do not have access to 
a high-speed capture camera, but I was quietly surprised that even at 
24fps some useful comparison of the actual fusehead ignition could be 
made.

In the good old days I started using Vulcan fuseheads supplied by ICI. 
These were based upon a LMNR “flashing” layer coating the bridgewire, 
surrounded by the ignition coating of Potassium chlorate/charcoal 
(suspended in Amyl acetate / Amyl alcohol mixture, for dipping) and 
a layer(s) of Nitrocellulose lacquer (coloured midnight blue). These 
basically gave a nice spatter of hot, orange charcoal sparks.

Their Cerium fuseheads (LMNR/Cerium pyro mixture) were, as expected 
much hotter and ignited with a bright, white-hot fireball, much better 
for igniting more difficult to ignite mixtures. These fuseheads had a red 
nitrocellulose coat. In performance these are probably comparable to 
Davey-Bickford fuseheads.

To my knowledge,Vulcan and Cerium fuseheads are no longer 
manufactured.

The Fusehead is a crucial component in electrical ignition of fireworks 
and Special effects, along with their other use in detonators. For firework 
use this comes down to the ignition of Blackmatch (used in Quickmatch), 
Visco fuse, and possibly BP. Whilst all four of the fuseheads discussed 
may do the job of ignition (transfer of sufficient heat for sufficient time, 
to ignite the intended material), some may be more efficient than others.

No comparison of the electrical characteristics of the four fuseheads 
discussed here are made.

Fuseheads (all with 30cm of lead wire)



1) Davey-Bickford          (Laminated board design)
2) Czech manufacture     (Schaffler design)
3) Chinese? Sample 1     (Laminated board design)
4) Chinese? Sample 2     (Laminated board design)

Camera

Canon HDV 1080i (24fps)

Ignition source

PP3, 9volt battery

Method

The fusehead lead wires were held in place using Blue-tak on a thick 
black plastic sheet.
The recording was started and the fusehead fired.
Video files were transferred to Adobe Photoshop Premier Elements and 
individual frames exported as bitmaps. These were then converted to 
jpegs to reduce the file size.

Only one fusehead of each type fired (to save stock and time).

Each frame was therefore equivalent to a time of ~ 1/24th second, or 
0.042 secs.

Results 

To enable direct visual comparison, frames for all the matches are shown 
on one A4 sheet (see below).

Comments

1) Davey-Bickford (Laminated board design)
Bright, white fireball, with some sparks, main ignition event over in ~ 
0.125secs.

2) Czech Fusehead (Schaffler design)
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Bright, white fireball, more sparky than Davey-Bickford, main ignition 
event over in 0.125secs.

3) Chinese? Fusehead Sample 1(Laminated board design)
Appears less hot, orange charcoal sparks. Takes fractionally longer for 
majority of sparks to develop (0.083 secs) compared to the previous two 
fuseheads.

4) Chinese? Fusehead Sample 2 (Laminated board design)
At approximately 0.042secs close image inspection shows part of the 
fusehead coating to be blown off.
It can be seen this fusehead takes a relatively long time to start burning 
and has a long burn time, the main burn time is over after ~ 0.291secs, 
with residual board burning continuing after 0.458secs.
 This is more of a burn composition rather than the flash composition of 
fuseheads (1),(2), and (3).
I would  guess that it maybe “less sensitive” to impact / friction than the 
other fuseheads, but this is conjecture.

The Davey-Bickford and Czech fuseheads produce a white-hot fireball 
and sparks, compared to Chinese? Sample 1, a spatter of orange sparks 
(similar to the Vulcan fusehead by ICI), and a slow flame burn of Chinese? 
Sample 2. However all may satisfy their use for igniting fireworks.

My personal view is that all fuseheads should be used with the plastic 
protective shroud in place. However some users, as viewed on Youtube, 
do remove the shroud when inserting into a quickmatch leader. From 
this point of view, the laminated board design would appear to be a 
more robust design (compared to the Schaffler design) firmly holding 
the connecting wires rigid. The schaffler design, when not “shrouded” 
is perhaps more susceptible to bending the connecting wire leads 
(potential shorts), and derives most of its robustness from the plastic 
protective shroud, several types of which are available.

I would have liked to have tested some of the MJG Technology 
fuseheads, the J-Tec and M-Tec, and some from Martinez Specialities 
Inc, the E-Max, the No Lead version and the newer, “Greener” version, 
containing no chlorate, perchlorate or Lead. The MSDS sheets for the 
latter quote Bismuth trioxide and Boron as components. I would have 
thought this would have a very high ignition temperature, let alone the 
added expense of Boron.

I am sure lead free fuseheads will / are filtering down to the firework 
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trade, giving a “greener” product. This “green drive” is probably more 
important in stage proximate effects, fired in a theatre environment.
Certainly LeMaitre I believe changed to a lead free igniter ~June 2007, 
(was it an MJG or Martinez product? – can anyone confirm?).

For those of you who “self dip” their own fuseheads, this technique could 
also be used to evaluate different formulations.

And if anyone knows of a cheap video camera capable of a faster fps, 
please let me know!

(Photos for this article on pages 12 and 13)

davesuejon@yahoo.co.uk

Firework Quote:

“I often use the word “joy” when describing 
fireworks.  It is a considered word, deliberate 
in choice.  Not just amusement, entertainment, 
astonishment, but joy.  Our art makes us all into 
children again for a while.  We become one in our 
experience for the moment; lost in the sound and 
color and light. We see large forces, stronger than 
we could ever be, yet beautiful in their effects.  
Sometimes violent, sometimes restrained.  
Delicate beyond imagination at times, coarse and 
rude at others.”

    -Bill Withrow
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UKPS Training Course, October 2011
by Phil Dunford

Many thanks to Paul Dack and  Dean Graham  for organising a splendid 
training course last October.

Paul had already organised a charity event  at the Bondhay Golf Club 
Worksop and had the brilliant idea of combining this with a training 
course.

On the Saturday, attendees had the opportunity to help set up the CAT 
4 display, under the supervision of experienced firers  Paul and Dean.

On the Sunday, we arranged for Illuminate Consult to run their theory 
course which explains all the latest legislation and provides attendees 
with a useful certificate (after a rigorous exam!).

We see the provision of training as one of the key areas of UKPS activity 
& hope that we will be able to run at least one similar event some time 
in 2012.

Dean Demonstrates
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News From Amberley
    By Phil Dunford

I’m afraid that although 
most people we talk 
to love the idea of the 
Amberley project, we 
have not yet raised 
sufficient funds to make 
it a reality.

More worryingly no one 
has come forward to help 
with the ongoing work 
and Chris and myself are 
not willing to go it alone 
any longer.

We have had lots of 
help when we needed to 
recover the buildings (thank you everyone) but the work now is to raise 
money, do administration and (should it be built) to run the exhibit for 
many years to come.

I cannot currently see where this help will come from and reluctantly feel 
that unless the situation changes considerably in the next few months, 
the project will have to be abandoned.

This would be a great shame, as a lot of work has gone into it.

We need someone to step forward and share the leadership of the project 
and someone to drive forward the fund-raising. Chris and I still want to 
be involved, but are not a position to put in as much time as we have in 
the past. Also since our move to West Country it will take us a lot longer 
to get to the site.

So, over to you, or this will be the last ‘News from Amberey’.
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About “Tons of Fireworks”

This old article is 
taken from a rare 
children’s book called 
“Childrens Friend” for 
the year 1899.

Many thanks to Keith 
Brock for finding it. 
Thanks also to Eric 
Kings of the Norwood 
Society and Brian 
Porteous for donating 
the book to the 
society.
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UKPS Addresses

  UKPS Registered Office:
  Richard Harwood, 
  17 Manor Drive, 
  Mirfield, 
  W Yorks, 
  WF14 0ER.
  Email: chairman@pyrosociety.org.uk

  Membership Secretary:
  Christina Dunford, 
  Angel Lane Cottage
  Angel Lane
  Stour Provost
  Dorset
  SP8 5LU

  Email: membership@pyrosociety.org.uk 
  (Please DO NOT use any previously published addresses)

Luigi cracks and turns on ye olde H.S.E.
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The Green Man is taking a break, so there is no crossword 
in this issue

Answers to Spark 8 Crossword
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We welcome any firework related articles for publication. 
Please send to:

editor@pyrosociety.org.uk

Remember to visit the Website and Forum for up 
to date information

www.pyrosociety.org.uk
www.pyrosociety.org.uk/forum  

Next issue should be published Summer 2012


